Billing
simplified.

Practice Care
With Practice Care, you will never have
to worry about your billings again.
Fee codes, bonuses, incentives, patient
rosters/panels … the administrative burden
for doctors to effectively run their practices is
becoming increasingly complicated. Practice
Care brings billing management and practice
optimization into the 21st century. Our nextgeneration platform takes the complexity and
stress out of billings so you can focus on taking
care of your patients without having to worry
about missing revenue.
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We are doctors first, clinical
experts more than financial
experts, and I highly encourage
other groups to bring someone
in to manage this. It seems
foolish to be using doctor time
that could be spent on patient
care to do this level of work.
Dr. Arielle Chiefetz, Family Physician

Practice Consultants

EMR Specialists

Billing and getting paid should
not be this complicated.
Any time spent understanding what codes to bill, why claims are rejected and keeping up
with changes in fee codes means less time for doctors to spend on their patients. Practice
Care helps doctors optimize the performance of their practice by providing actionable
insights and automated billing, ensuring you don’t miss out on any revenue.

Analytics & Insights

Advanced financial reporting
and benchmarking

We uncover missed codes and identify the
highest value and most appropriate codes to bill
in every situation. Practice Care helps you keep
track of active patients including those due for
high-value visits and ensures you never miss an
upcoming bonus.

DoctorCare’s Payment Dashboard helps identify
trends in your income including the areas that make
up your regular payments from the government.
Understanding how you are getting paid leads to
better-informed decisions on how to improve your
practice.

Billing management
and submissions.
Save administrative time and resources by
enabling doctors to take action on insights
and recommendations in our reports through
automated billing submissions. Practice Care
gives you transparency into your billings ensuring
they are always complete and accurate.

Expert advice, support, and
guidance for maximizing practice
potential, including audit protection.
Doctor Care has worked with thousands of
practices. Our billing and primary care experts
conduct regular practice reviews and there is
always someone on the other end of the phone to
answer your questions.

Getting started is easy.
Whether you are a small group or large practice, you can get started with Practice Care in
as little as a couple of days. We work with any billing schedule software, EMR, and paperbased billing processes.

LET US SHOW YOU!
1.844.853.6396

Contact us about our risk-free no-obligation trial
and find those missed revenue opportunities.

www.doctorcare.ca

info@doctorcare.ca

